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SUNSPAPRIVILÈGE

BEFORE& AFTERSUNTREATMENTS
BEFORE SUN TREATMENTS
Pre-SunExposure Treatment
This preparing care optimizes the adaptation of the skin to sunlight.
Gentle non graining exfoliation and highly moisturizing and
energizing care protect against dehydration and preserves the
youthfulness of the skin.

BronzImpulse Treatment
This preparing care optimizes the adaptation of the skin to
sunlight and helps boost a faster, more intense and long-lasting
tan.
A gentle non graining exfoliation associated to the application of
highly
moisturizing and energizing care protect
against
dehydration and preserves the skin youthfulness.

FastTan Sublimation Treatment
This high nutrition tanning activator treatment is ideal to trigger or
accelerate the natural tanning mechanism: it is reserved for a
exposure of 20mn.

Delicate SkinPampering Treatment
Ideal for intolerant skins. A gentle treatment with exfoliation and
moisturizerto help skinadapt to the sun.

AFTERSUNTREATMENTS
MoisturizingAfter Sun
A specific care which optimizes the skin’s cellular defenses
against the sun and protects against photo-sensitizing
environmental factors, for revitalized skin, better armed
against pigmentary disorders.

AfterSun LongLastingTan
(optionexfoliation)
This treatment is recommended for already tanned skin or
the end of a vacation, for a radiant and long-lasting tan.
Optionally, gentle exfoliation helps revive the color and
brightness of the tan and prevents dullness in very dark skin.

SOS After Sun
This highly moisturizing anti-sunburn care for face and body
soothes and repairs over-exposed skin and strengthens its
resistance to sunlight.

SUN SPAPRIVILÈGE

TAILOR-MADE FULL DAYPROGRAM

THEVERYESSENCEOFTHE ESTHEDERMSUN SPA
Transforming a day at the beach into a unique experience, alchemy between the sun, perfect knowledge
of your skin and the expertise of a perfect tan.

Everything starts with a diagnosis...
Depending on what you want, analyzing your skin tone and your sun exposure habits, our Sun Spa
Therapist makes a solar expert diagnosis and delivers a highly customized prescription that adapts over
your vacation according to your tanning goals and progress of your tan.

STEP1:BeforeSunTreatment
A body scrub and facial exfoliation, gentle and grain-free, precise gestures, respectful of the skin, to
remove dead cells and dull complexion, and promote the faster availability of melanin.
The result?
Incomparablysoftandradiant skin,betterarmed againstphotoaging,readyforaneven andlong-lastingtan.

STEP2:Pool & BeachService
Depending on the sensitivity of your skin and your tanning requirement, a tailor-made program starts
with the very first exposure to the sun. Every hour or two, after each bath at the pool or at the beach, our
Sun Spa Therapist applies and reapplies the sun treatment that has been prescribed, in soft and relaxing
massages, inspired by the hallmark techniques of ESTHEDERM SUN SPA.

STEP3:AfterSunTreatment
Back from the beach or the pool, the Sun Spa Therapist lavishes an extremely relaxing body massage
with the appropriate face and body treatment, which repairs and stimulates melanin: a soothing beauty
program for radiant skin at dinner.
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SUN SPAPRIVILÈGE

TAILOR-MADE FULL DAY PROGRAM
ACCORDINGTOYOURTANNINGOBJECTIVES

«IDONOTWISHTOTAN»PROGRAMS
I havepigmentationmarks,I want my skinto getlighter:
PHOTO REVERSE PROGRAM
The first high protection that inhibits the pigmentation process. Hyperpigmented skins can gradually lighten, while
enjoying the sun.

I do not want my skin to getdarker.I have specificfragile zones (scars,post-procedure…).
I am allergicto chemicalfilters:
NO SUNPROGRAM
A very high tolerance 100% mineral sunscreen, for a very high protection sun care.
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SUN SPAPRIVILÈGE

TAILOR-MADE FULL DAY PROGRAM
ACCORDINGTOYOURTANNINGOBJECTIVES

«IWISHTOTAN»PROGRAMS
I tanveryeasily,rarelygetsunburns:
BRONZ REPAIRPROGRAM
Specific for face and décolleté: helps promote natural, fast tan while protecting against photo aging. Helps stimulate dermis
collagen fibers to fight against wrinkles, leaving a firmer, more elastic skin.
ADAPTASUN
Tan quickly and safely, while protecting the youthfulness appearance of the skin.
SUN CARE OIL
For a quicker and deeper tan, sublimates the skin with noble vegetable oils and protects from photo aging.

I tan,butoftenget sunburns:
ADAPTASUN SENSITIVE
Ideal for tanning without burning in extreme sun conditions, while protecting the youthfulness appearance of the skin.

I always getsunburned,my skin isverysensitiveor allergic:
INTO REPAIR
Optimal treatment for sun exposure without intolerance reactions, helps stimulate collagen renewal, minimizing wrinkles
and fine lines.
INTOLERANCES SOLAIRES
Skin is strengthened from the inside by boosting its natural defense, while being protected from sun’s harmful rays.Over
reacting skin can enjoy sun benefits, without suffering.

I havepigmentationmarks,but I want aneventan:
PHOTO-REGUL
Safely develop an even tan : pigmentation marks fade, decreasing the contract between brown marks and surrounding skin.
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